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Abstract 
 
This research investigates the extent to which constraints of time space and synchrony in 
the subtitling of cultural features lead to loss in meaning, in particular loss of politeness 
features, and the effect of such loss on the message deciphered by the subtitle viewer, in 
the film Pièces d’identité/ID (1998), by Mweze Ngangura. It also explores why, given 
such loss, audiences of subtitled films still continue to watch, enjoy and understand 
subtitled films as viewers of the original sound language do.  It starts by looking at 
constraints in subtitling which compel subtitler to deliberately sacrifice meaning in text, 
then the relationship between language, culture and translation with focus on the 
translation of politeness features, and evokes the difficulties involved in the translation of 
cultural elements. The theory applied in this research is that on language, culture and 
translation and its application also takes account of the constraints of time, space and 
synchrony under which the subtitler’s task is set.  
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